**Burning Man Singed!**

By Deb Prothero (firefighter)

By the dark of the lunar eclipse early Tuesday, the Man burned. The unscheduled conflagration seems to have been the result of arson, and a man reportedly has been taken into custody, apparently caught by a Black Rock Ranger as he fled the scene.

Black Rock Rangers and federal Bureau of Land Management rangers, including two canine units, captured a suspect on the playa about 500 yards from the Pavilion. They refused to comment.

The Man was charred but still standing after being hosed down by Black Rock City firefighters.

**BMorg Statement**

At approximately 2:58 a.m. local time, a fire ignited the Burning Man figure and the center Green Man Pavilion at the Burning Man event in Black Rock City, Nevada. Black Rock City Emergency Services Department units responded from Stations Three and Nine and put the fire out within approximately 23 minutes.

There were no reported injuries. The Man is still standing, and an assessment is underway to determine the structural integrity of The Man and the Green Man Pavilion. The event will continue as scheduled.

An arson investigation is currently under way, and is ongoing. There is no confirmed cause of the ignition at this time. No further information is available at this time. More information will be released tomorrow morning after the investigation can safely be concluded.
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To Our Readers

Because of the extraordinary events of Monday night the Black Rock Beacon is pleased to offer you this special edition of our publication. We will resume our normal schedule on Wednesday and also publish Thursday, Friday, and Sunday.
The Burner in the Street

BY CITIZEN X

I interviewed some Burners out on the Playa for the full experience. They eat fresh organic food, do a lot of yoga, and spin fire. The good news is that you can easily keep them away from cooking bacon in front of your camp.

2. Yuppies

Just like regular life, the hippies and yuppies travel together. This is because they are the exact same people, one group is just 10 years older. I actually prefer the yuppies, which I guess makes me a yuppie. They’re less self-righteous than the hippies, and they have good cheese.

3. Rednecks

A lot of first-timers are surprised by the number of real live rednecks. They drive trucks, hunt, drink cheap beer, fight wars, and vote republican (though they still dislike Bush). They also have way more fun than anyone else. Plus they have really nice generators that they throw around like super LED flash walls and video feedback systems.

5. Retirees

I like these guys because I’m sorta one of them. They build all the cool techy stuff, drive trucks, hunt, drink cheap beer, and get to know the rednecks. They also have really nice generators that they throw around like super LED flash walls and video feedback systems.

8. Burners

These are the people who make the event happen, and who live the lifestyle from the beginning. They’re easy to spot:

1) They have a funny name, like Dookie or Bloody Knuckles.

2) They seem to be doing exactly what they want to do.

I like to think that I’m at least half Burner, even though my name is just Jonathan and I have a steady software job. I honestly hope I’m more Yuppy than Hippie, which is pretty likely since I have a Schwab account. (And I opened it myself; a surprising number of dirty hippies have trust funds.) I’m not a Frat Boy or a Fetishist, unless I’m playing a frat boy as if he is a cop. We know you’re a narc, narc.

7. Fetishists

They are seemingly normal people who usually keep their weird fetish hidden, but for one week a year they feel free to let it all hang out. I once saw a dude totally naked chained to a board next to the road with the words “caught in flames” written on his chest in magic marker. He was having the time of his life. These people are great because they scare off the tourists.

The Burner in the Street

BY JONATHAN GRUBB

The Eight Kinds of Burners You’ll Find in BRC

1. Hippies

Sad but true, there are a lot of hippies at burning man. They eat terrible veggie food, do a lot of yoga, and spin fire. The good news is that you can easily keep them away by cooking bacon in front of your camp.

2. Yuppies
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I like to think that I’m at least half Burner, even though my name is just Jonathan and I have a steady software job. I honestly hope I’m more Yuppy than Hippie, which is pretty likely since I have a Schwab account. (And I opened it myself; a surprising number of dirty hippies have trust funds.) I’m not a Frat Boy or a Fetishist, unless I’m playing a frat boy as if he is a cop. We know you’re a narc, narc.

7. Fetishists

They are seemingly normal people who usually keep their weird fetish hidden, but for one week a year they feel free to let it all hang out. I once saw a dude totally naked chained to a board next to the road with the words “caught in flames” written on his chest in magic marker. He was having the time of his life. These people are great because they scare off the tourists.
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